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ABSTRACT

In the aftermath of catastrophic hardware failure & data loss, we explored options for more robust

technology to prevent these events from happening again. Our previous system was a typical SCADA

architecture utilizing separate physical servers to host our SCADA platform in primary/slave configuration

and our database historian. Our investigations showed server virtualization could provide us a high

availability solution beyond typical single-application, single-server architectures along with other

advanced features, making our system even more flexible and reliable. Through virtualization of our

SCADA system, we now create and keep two weeks’ worth of daily full backups both on and off-site, and

can recover and restore our SCADA and historical data back to any hour of the last day. Our backups are

done at the full machine level, and are automatically tested for integrity and functionality as an

application group. We now test OS and software patches for compatibility before production deployment

without need of additional hardware. We have successfully tested recovering our entire SCADA server and

historical database from complete failure to production runtime in less than an hour with minimal to no

data loss.

This paper seeks to define key terms and concepts of server virtualization and how it can be adapted to

SCADA systems, and show how we've increased our control system reliability, disaster recovery, and patch

management methods beyond the previous architecture.
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